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™

Why Use Beam
Smart Presence™?
BeamPro™ is the premier Smart Presence™ System. Going beyond traditional video conferencing
products, Beam removes the constraints of a screen by coupling high-end video and audio with
the freedom of mobility. This combination provides a rich experience that connects people in
ways no other tool can offer.

Complete Awareness
Two wide-angle cameras, and a custom microphone
array, immerse users in his or her remote environment.

Stay Connected
Join your team anytime from anywhere, no appointments
needed.

Total Independence
Break free from the conference room wall. Face-to-face
interaction happens everywhere; be part of it.

Expand Your Reach
Welcome distant clients, employees and teammates to
your workplace effortlessly.

Interact Effectively
Enjoy true face to face conversation that is clear, crisp,
and natural.

What’s included in The
BeamPro System?

The BeamPro Smart Presence™ System (SPS)
The SPS is a communication tool remotely* controlled by a person who wishes to explore and
interact with a distant location.
*Requires 802.11 a/b/g/n 2.4GHz or 5GHz WiFi network (5Ghz Recommended) or 4G LTE for
connectivity. For more information see our Beam® Requirements Guide

•

Dimensions: 62 inches high, 15 inches wide, and 25 inches deep

•

Two wide-angle video cameras enable a field of view of 105 degrees, with 3X
digital zoom, and 480P video quality

•

Custom echo-canceling microphone array with adaptive noise reduction and full
duplex audio for various environments

•

17 inch (4:3) LCD Display

•

Powerful direct-drive motor capable of traversing ADA compliant ramps.

•

Front loud speaker capable of producing sounds up to 90 dB

•

Two dual-frequency 802.11 a/b/g/n wireless radios

The BeamPro Dock

The Dock is where the SPS charges between uses. It’s powered by a standard 120V
outlet. The SPS, once near, will recognize the dock, where our assisted docking
system helps you quickly return the Beam for charging.

The Beam App

A personal computer or laptop is required to access and control the SPS. Drive a
BeamPro from anywhere an Internet connection is available.
Software requires Windows 7 (or higher) or OS X 10.7 (or higher) for use. A wired
internet connection is highly recommended.

How do I get one?

Contact Our Sales Team:
1-855-200-BEAM (2326)
sales@suitabletech.com

Visit Us Online:
www.smartpresence.com

